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Resolution Vs Pixels
Enter Google’s Pixel smartphone range. Google launched its first Android handset back in 2013, and since then has unveiled a further dozen Pixel
models. The latest release, the ...

The best Google phone in 2021: a guide to the handsets and best Google Pixel deals
Google Pixel 6 XL will have advanced camera hardware besides the good software. Google Pixel 6 XL will offer telephoto with 5x optical zoom ...

Google Pixel 6 XL will have advanced camera hardware besides the good software
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The Google Pixel 4a Android smartphone has dropped to a new record low price of £279 at Amazon this week. This deal saves you £70 compared to the
original price of £349. The Google Pixel 4a has jumped ...

The Google Pixel 4a Android smartphone falls to its lowest price yet
New Pixel 6 leaks reveal a massive step up over Google’s current Pixel 5, including a huge camera upgrade. The news comes from serial leaker Jon
Prosser, who presents a list of what he believes to be ...

New Pixel 6 Leak Exposes Google's Massive Upgrade
Researchers could rapidly obtain high-resolution images of blood vessels and neurons within the brain. To create high-resolution, 3D images of tissues such
as the brain, researchers often use ...

Microscopy Technique Makes High-Resolution Images of Deeper Tissue, More Quickly
So do you think you can tell the image quality difference between all the various AMD FidelityFX Super Resolution quality modes while gaming?

AMD FidelityFX Super Resolution And The Problem With Pixel Peeping
Renders of the Pixel 6 (above) and Pixel 6 XL or Pro or whatever (below). There could be other differences in specifications between the two devices as well
— probably screen resolution and battery, ...

Everything we know (and a some things we don't) about Google's Pixel 6
Google's been using the Pixel 3 camera sensor on three flagships in a row. The one on the Pixel 2 isn't too different either. However, it seems like this year is
"the" year! All sensor on the Pixel 6 ...

Google Pixel 6 Pro and its 122MP camera system: The 4-year wait for 4 new cameras
FCC filing for a number of smartphone models assigned to Google’s forthcoming mid-ranger have recently appeared. When an upcoming phone makes it
through FCC certification, it becomes evident that ...
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Google Pixel 5a distinctly closer to launch, full details
The impressive spec sheets of the upcoming Google Pixel 6 and Pixel 6 Pro smartphones may have already leaked in full.

These are the full Google Pixel 6 and Pixel 6 Pro leaked specs
Tecno has just unveiled the Tecno Camon 17 and Tecno Camon 17 Pro in India. The devices come with MediaTek Helio chips and 5000mAh batteries.

Tecno Camon 17 and Camon 17 Pro go official in India
Silicon pixel detectors for particle tracking have blossomed into a vast array of beautiful creations that have driven numerous discoveries, with no signs of
the advances slowing down.

Tracking the rise of pixel detectors
This time around, we’ll compare the Vivo X60 Pro+ vs Sony Xperia 1 III. These two handsets are the best of the best Vivo and Sony have to offer at the
...

Phone Comparisons: Vivo X60 Pro+ vs Sony Xperia 1 III
Google went after the productivity crowd with its latest Pixel Buds. See how they hold up in our Google Pixel Buds A-Series review.

Google Pixel Buds A-Series review: Can you hear them now?
For the team at Trusted Reviews there has been one clear winner, and one obvious loser dominating the headlines over the last seven days.

Winners and Losers: Nintendo Switch OLED underwhelms while the Pixel 6 excites
Search engine giant Google is expected to introduce its latest Pixel smartphones at some point in the coming months. If the reports are to be ...

Google Pixel 6 and Pixel 6 Pro could get 5 years of software updates; complete specs leaked
Google's next batch of flagship smartphones, the Pixel 6 and Pixel 6 Pro, are expected to go official around October. As per the latest tip-off from Jon
Prosser, the tech giant is likely to offer "at ...
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Google Pixel 6 could get five years of software support
Are you ready to get your hands on a gorgeous Android-powered popular smartphone for just $117.99? Of course, you! And that's exactly what you can
achieve if you take advantage of this deal that sees ...

Google Pixel 2 XL With 128GB Of Storage Available Right Now For Just $117
The "Fine Pixel Pitch LED Displays Market Forecast to 2028 - COVID-19 Impact and Global Analysis by Type, Application" report has been added ...

Global Fine Pixel Pitch LED Displays Market (2020 to 2028) - COVID-19 Impact and Analysis
Philips has launched a new 165 Hz refresh rate curved monitor in the form of the Philips 498P9Z priced at £899 with a 5120 x 1440 gaming ...
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